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Design Methods and Applications for Distributed Embedded SystemsSpringer, 2004

	The ever decreasing price/performance ratio of microcontrollers makes it economically attractive to replace more and more conventional mechanical or electronic control systems within many products by embedded real-time computer systems. An embedded real-time computer system is always part of a well-specified larger system, which we call an...
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Data-driven iOS Apps for iPad and iPhone with FileMaker Pro, Bento by FileMaker, and FileMaker GoQue, 2011

	Use FileMaker® technologies to create powerful mobile data apps for iPhone®, iPod® touch, and iPad™


	 


	Apple’s FileMaker technologies make it easy to create powerful, data-driven apps for iPhone, iPod touch, iPad, and any mobile...
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Diagrammatic Reasoning in AIJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	This book is really the end product of over a decade of work, on and off, on
	diagrammatic reasoning in artificial intelligence (AI). In developing this book, I
	drew inspiration from a variety of sources: two experimental studies, the development
	of two prototype systems, an extensive literature review and analysis in
	AI,...
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Android Hardware Interfacing with the BeagleBone BlackPackt Publishing, 2015

	Design and implement Android apps that interface with your own custom hardware circuits and the BeagleBone Black


	About This Book

	
		Design custom apps that interact with the outside world via BeagleBone Black
	
		Modify Android to recognize, configure, and communicate with sensors, LEDs, memory,...
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Dynamic Web Programming and HTML5Routledge, 2012

	
		With organizations and individuals increasingly dependent on the Web, the need for competent, well-trained Web developers and maintainers is growing. Helping readers master Web development, Dynamic Web Programming and HTML5 covers specific Web programming languages, APIs, and coding techniques and provides an...
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Enterprise JavaBeans (3rd Edition)O'Reilly, 2001
EnterpriseJavaBeans, 3rd     edition, has been thoroughly revised to include complete coverage of three     major changes in the EJB 2.0 specification: A new version of     container-managed persistence; local interfaces; and a totally new kind of     bean called the "message driven bean." The 3rd edition...
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Applied SOA: Service-Oriented Architecture and Design StrategiesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
You need more than theory to make SOA work.
    You need this practical guide.    

    The challenge today's IT professionals face is not how to build a service. It's how to build a quality service, based on solid design principles and integrated into an architecture that enhances overall business...
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Practical PHP and MySQL Website Databases: A Simplified Approach (Expert's Voice in Web Development)Apress, 2013

	Practical PHP and MySQL Website Databases is a project-oriented book that demystifies building interactive, database-driven websites. The focus is on getting you up and running as quickly as possible. In the first two chapters you will set up your development and...
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Flash Application Design Solutions: The Flash Usability HandbookFriends of Ed, 2006
Flash Application Design Solutions shows you how to harness the power of ActionScript 2.0 and make the most of the improved design tools of Flash 8 to create usable, intuitive Flash interfaces.
 
 In this book, you'll find a number of concrete Flash usability solutions that use elements such as navigation menus, data filtering, forms,...
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Professional Microsoft Windows Embedded CE 6.0 (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2008
Windows Embedded CE is a 32 - bit, native, hard, real - time, small - footprint operating system developed by Microsoft to address the needs of handheld, mobile, and embedded devices. With support for multiple processor architectures, Windows Embedded CE can be adapted to a variety of devices like Smartphones, PocketPCs, set - top boxes, thin -...
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pfSense 2 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011

	pfSense is an open source distribution of FreeBSD-based firewall which provides a platform for flexible and powerful routing and firewalling. The versatility of pfSense presents us with a wide array of configuration options which, compared to other offerings, makes determining requirements a little more difficult and a lot more important....
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Measurement and Instrumentation: Theory and ApplicationButterworth-Heinemann, 2011

	Measurement and Instrumentation introduces undergraduate engineering students to the measurement principles and the range of sensors and instruments that are used for measuring physical variables. Based on Morris's Measurement and Instrumentation Principles, this brand new text has been fully updated with coverage of...
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